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Accelerated Synthetic MRI with Deep Learning–Based Reconstruction for Pediatric Neuroimaging


**ABSTRACT**

**BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE:** Synthetic MR imaging is a time-efficient technique. However, its rather long scan time can be challenging for children. This study aimed to evaluate the clinical feasibility of accelerated synthetic MR imaging with deep learning–based reconstruction in pediatric neuroimaging and to investigate the impact of deep learning–based reconstruction on image quality and quantitative values in synthetic MR imaging.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS:** This study included 47 children 2.3–14.7 years of age who underwent both standard and accelerated synthetic MR imaging at 3T. The accelerated synthetic MR imaging was reconstructed using a deep learning pipeline. The image quality, lesion detectability, tissue values, and brain volumetry were compared among accelerated deep learning and accelerated and standard synthetic data sets.

**RESULTS:** The use of deep learning–based reconstruction in the accelerated synthetic scans significantly improved image quality for all contrast weightings \((P < .001)\), resulting in image quality comparable with or superior to that of standard scans. There was no significant difference in lesion detectability between the accelerated deep learning and standard scans \((P > .05)\). The tissue values and brain tissue volumes obtained with accelerated deep learning and the other 2 scans showed excellent agreement and a strong linear relationship \((\text{all, } R^2 > 0.9)\). The difference in quantitative values of accelerated scans versus accelerated deep learning scans was very small \((\text{tissue values, } < 0.5\%; \text{volumetry, } -1.46\%\text{--}0.83\%)\).

**CONCLUSIONS:** The use of deep learning–based reconstruction in synthetic MR imaging can reduce scan time by 42% while maintaining image quality and lesion detectability and providing consistent quantitative values. The accelerated deep learning synthetic MR imaging can replace standard synthetic MR imaging in both contrast-weighted and quantitative imaging.

**ABBREVIATIONS:** DIFF = percentage difference; DLR = deep learning–based reconstruction; FAST-SyMRI = accelerated synthetic MRI without DLR; FAST-SyMRI+DLR = accelerated synthetic MRI with DLR; ICC = intraclass correlation coefficient; PD = proton density; PSIR = phase-sensitive inversion recovery; ST-SyMRI = standard synthetic MRI

Accelerated Synthetic MRI with Deep Learning–Based Reconstruction for Pediatric Neuroimaging

Synthetic MR imaging using a multidynamic, multiecho sequence is a well-known time-efficient technique that simultaneously provides quantitative MR imaging and multiple contrast-weighted images in a single scan. Therefore, the availability of synthetic MR imaging for clinical practice and research purposes has increased, and this technique has been extensively validated for diagnostic value in neuroimaging in both children and adults.\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^8\) However, its rather long single-scan time of 6–7 minutes, despite being clinically acceptable, can be a practical challenge for pediatric neuroimaging because of the possibility of motion increase; therefore, the application of acceleration techniques to synthetic MR imaging is essential to overcome this limitation. Established methods for reducing the scan time include parallel imaging, compressed sensing, and adjusting MR imaging acquisition
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects

This study was approved by the institutional review board of Kyungpook National University Chilgok Hospital. The requirement for informed consent was waived due to the retrospective nature of the study. We retrospectively reviewed the database of our institution. The inclusion criteria for this study were as follows: 1) younger than 19 years of age, and 2) patients who underwent brain MR imaging, including both standard and accelerated (with and without DLR) synthetic MR imaging protocols between October 2021 and December 2021. A total of 52 consecutive patients were identified, and we excluded 5 subjects after reviewing for quality control (the details are provided in Online Supplemental Data). Finally, 47 patients (male/female ratio, 30:17; mean age, 7.2 [SD, 3.7] years; age range, 2.3–14.7 years) were included in this study.

Image Acquisition and Technical Details

All 2D synthetic MR images were acquired using a 3T scanner (Signa Architect; GE Healthcare) with a 48-channel head coil at a single institution. The synthetic MR images were acquired using a multishot, multiecho sequence.1,6,17 All included patients underwent 2 sets of synthetic MRIs as follows: 1) a standard protocol (manufacturer’s suggested protocol, ST-SyMRI),6 and 2) an accelerated protocol without DLR (FAST-SyMRI). After acquiring 2 sets of synthetic MR images, a prototype version of DLR (AIR Recon DL) was used to reconstruct the FAST-SyMRI (accelerated synthetic MRI with DLR [FAST-SyMRI+DLR]). The DLR accepts a user-specified denoising level between 0 and 1, and we chose a denoising level of 0.5 when applying the DLR to balance noise reduction with minimizing artificial image textures. Detailed methods for DLR have been described previously.1,6,17 Thus, 3 sets of synthetic MR images were acquired for each patient. The detailed imaging parameters are listed in the Table. All MR imaging acquisition parameters and scan times were identical for FAST-SyMRI and FAST-SyMRI+DLR.

Image Quality and Lesion Detectability

Synthetic T1WIs and T2WIs, T2 FLAIR, and phase-sensitive inversion recovery (PSIR) images were automatically generated using synthetic MR imaging software (Version 11.3.3; SyntheticMR; https://www.syntheticmr.com/). We used the default settings of TR, TE, and TI to create synthetic contrast-weighted images, except for T1WI (Online Supplemental Data).19 All anonymized images were independently reviewed on the PACS workstation by 2 radiologists (S.M.L. and H.H.C.) with 10 years of pediatric radiology experience. Both readers were blinded to the type of MR imaging protocol, clinical information, and the results of the available conventional MR imaging examinations. All MR imaging protocol data sets were provided in Online Supplemental Data. The readers evaluated the diagnostic performance of synthetic T1WI, T2WI, T2 FLAIR, and PSIR images for pediatric brain lesions using 1 of 3 scales: 1 = nondiagnostic, 2 = confidence of diagnosis, and 3 = diagnostic confidence. The results were analyzed using a 3 × 3 matrix, and the Cohen’s κ coefficient of agreement was calculated. The details of the reader evaluation are provided in Online Supplemental Data.
randomly ordered, and image analysis was performed in 3 sessions, with a memory-washout period of at least 2 weeks.

The overall image quality, gray-white matter differentiation (GM-WM), and visibility of anatomic structures were assessed on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = nondiagnostic, 2 = poor, 3 = sufficient, 4 = good, and 5 = excellent). The anatomic structures included the central sulcus, head of the caudate nucleus, lentiform nucleus, posterior limb of the internal capsule, cerebral peduncle, and middle cerebellar peduncle. \(^6\) The severity of artifacts was rated on a similar 5-point Likert scale (1 = severe, 2 = moderate to severe, 3 = moderate, 4 = mild, and 5 = none), and we evaluated the following artifacts: motion artifacts, low SNR, truncation artifacts, blurring, regional low-SNR artifacts, aliasing artifacts, parenchymal-CSF interface hyperintensities, and pulsation artifacts.\(^6,9\) The confidence in the presence of brain lesions was rated on a 5-point scale. The detailed criteria for image assessment are presented in the Online Supplemental Data. After completing the qualitative image analysis, an experienced pediatric radiologist (S.M.L.) confirmed the presence of lesions based on the available conventional MR images, original radiology reports, and clinical diagnoses.

**Tissue Value Measurement and Brain Volume Estimation**

Quantitative tissue maps (T1, T2, and proton density [PD] maps) and tissue fraction maps were generated using the synthetic MR imaging software (Version 11.3.3). Tissue values of aggregate GM and WM and the brain tissue volumes were automatically obtained using the latest version of the synthetic MR imaging software.\(^{16,17}\)

To determine the topologic differences in tissue values between the FAST-SyMRI+DLR and the other 2 MR imaging protocols, we first spatially normalized quantitative tissue maps on the basis of the synthetic T1WIs using SPM 12 (https://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm12/). Next, the voxelwise differences in tissue values were analyzed by calculating the percentage difference at the group level.\(^5,9\)

**Statistical Analysis**

To compare the overall image quality, GM-WM, visibility of anatomic structures, and artifacts between FAST-SyMRI+DLR and the other 2 synthetic protocols, we performed the Wilcoxon signed-rank test and the McNemar test. Because MR images classified as having “good/excellent” image quality and “mild/none” artifacts are generally preferred in routine clinical practice, we dichotomized the readers’ ratings before performing the McNemar test (4 or 5 versus ≤3 on a 5-point Likert scale). For lesion detectability, readers’ ratings of 4 and 5 were assigned for the presence of brain lesions, and the McNemar test was also used.

The quantitative values were compared using the paired \(t\) test. The percentage difference (DIFF) was calculated.\(^5\) The intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) and Pearson correlation coefficient (\(r\)) were computed to assess the agreement and correlation among quantitative data.\(^5\) Linear regression analysis and Bland-Altman analysis were performed. SPSS software, Version 28.0 (IBM) and MedCalc, Version 19.2 (MedCalc software) were used for analysis. A \(P\) value < .05 was considered statistically significant.

**RESULTS**

**Scan Time**

The scan times for ST-SyMRI and FAST-SyMRI with and without DLR were 5 minutes 4 seconds - 6 minutes 1 second and 3 minutes 28 seconds, respectively (the details are provided in the Online Supplemental Data).

**Image Quality and Lesion Conspicuity**

The results of the 2 readers’ ratings were pooled for analysis because there were no significant differences in the overall image-quality scores between the 2 readers (\(P > .05\), 2-tailed \(t\) test). The results of the qualitative image analysis performed by the 2 radiologists and pair-wise comparison results between FAST-SyMRI+DLR and the other 2 MR imaging protocols are summarized in the Online Supplemental Data. Representative examples of contrast-weighted images acquired using 3 synthetic MR imaging protocols are shown in Fig 1 and the Online Supplemental Data.

For FAST-SyMRI+DLR versus ST-SyMRI, PSIR derived from FAST-SyMRI+DLR showed superior overall image quality compared with the corresponding sequence of ST-SyMRI (\(P < .001\),...
and there was no significant difference in overall image quality for other sequences (P values for T2WI, T2-FLAIR, and T1WI were .56, .22, and .47, respectively). When we considered all contrast-weighted images, 93.6% (352/376) of FAST-SyMRI+DLR images and 87.8% (330/376) of ST-SyMRI images were rated as good or excellent for overall image quality (Fig 2). Although visibility of some anatomic structures was inferior on FAST-SyMRI+DLR images compared with that on ST-SyMRI images (P < .05), when we applied a dichotomous classification, only the visibility of the cerebral peduncle on T1WI (P = .02) showed a statistical difference (Online Supplemental Data). No significant difference was found in the GM-WM between the 2 MR imaging protocols for all contrast weightings (P > .05). Scores for low SNR, truncation artifacts, and pulsation artifacts were higher on FAST-SyMRI+DLR than in ST-SyMRI for all contrast weightings (P < .05), suggesting a lesser degree of artifacts on FAST-SyMRI+DLR than on ST-SyMRI.

Meanwhile, the overall image quality of FAST-SyMRI+DLR was significantly superior to that of FAST-SyMRI for all contrast weightings (P < .001). The visibility of anatomic structures (e.g., the lentiform nucleus, posterior limb of the internal capsule, cerebral peduncle, and middle cerebellar peduncle) was mostly more superior on FAST-SyMRI+DLR than on FAST-SyMRI (P < .05) (Online Supplemental Data). The low SNR and truncation artifacts were significantly reduced after the application of DLR for all contrast weightings (P < .001). The pulsation artifact was not significantly different (T2 FLAIR, P = .41; PSIR, P = .59) or was slightly emphasized after DLR application (T1WI, P = .046; T2WI, P < .001).

This study included 7 cases of abnormal findings on MR imaging based on radiology reports, available conventional MR images, and clinical diagnoses: neoplasm (n = 3), cerebellar heterotopia (n = 1), brain abscess (n = 1), and chemotherapy-induced leukoencephalopathy (n = 2) (Online Supplemental Data). All pathologies were rated 4 or 5 on synthetic contrast-weighted images acquired using 3 MR imaging protocols by 2 radiologists, and there were no false-positive cases. Therefore, there was no significant difference in lesion detectability between FAST-SyMRI+DLR and the other 2 MR imaging protocols (P > .05).

**Tissue-Value Measurement**

The Online Supplemental Data summarize the comparison of tissue values of the GM and WM between FAST-SyMRI+DLR and the other 2 MR imaging protocols. The tissue values of GM and WM were significantly different between FAST-SyMRI+DLR and ST-SyMRI (WM-PD, P = .02; others, P < .001). GM T1 showed the highest values of DIF (4.76%) across all tissue values of GM and WM in FAST-SyMRI+DLR versus ST-SyMRI (Fig 3). In the WM, the mean DIF of T2 values was the highest (3.6%), but this finding may be attributable to the relatively low T2 values rather than the absolutely large differences between the 2 protocols (81.0 [SD, 4.0] ms [FAST-SyMRI+DLR] versus 78.2 [SD, 3.7] ms [ST-SyMRI]). Except for GM T1 and WM T2, the mean DIFs were small, ranging from ~1.5% to 1.86%. Regarding topologic differences, higher DIFs were noted in the cerebral/cerebellar cortices for T1 values and in the CSF space for T2 values. The interface between different tissue types, such as ventricle walls and brain surfaces, showed a higher DIF for both T1 and T2 values (Online Supplemental Data). Despite these differences in tissue value measurements between FAST-SyMRI+DLR and ST-SyMRI, the agreement and correlation between the tissue values were excellent (ICC = 0.94–0.99) and strong (r = 0.89–0.98) for all tissue values of GM and WM. Linear regression analysis also showed a strong linear relationship with a robust fit ($R^2 = 0.96–0.998$), indicating good consistency between the tissue values derived from the 2 MR imaging protocols (Fig 3).

For FAST-SyMRI+DLR versus FAST-SyMRI, there were no significant differences in the tissue values, except for GM T1 (GM T1, P < .001; others, P > .05). Additionally, the differences in tissue values between the 2 MR imaging protocols were very small or negligible (mean DIFs = −0.34%–0.09%). Regarding the topologic differences in tissue values, all tissue values showed little difference in the brain parenchyma; only small differences at the brain surface and ventricle walls were observed in the T2.
FIG 3. Scatterplots and Bland-Altman plot results for FAST-SyMRI + DLR versus ST-SyMRI (A) and FAST-SyMRI + DLR versus FAST-SyMRI (B). The linear regression lines fit to the data of 47 patients (solid blue line), which are shown along with 95% confidence intervals (dotted blue lines), represent a strong linear relationship with a robust fit between the tissue value measurements of GM and WM obtained from the 2 MR imaging protocols. Bland-Altman plots show mean differences (solid red line) and the mean difference (SD, 1.96) of the differences (dotted black line).
values. The tissue values derived from FAST-SyMRI+DLR and FAST-SyMRI yielded excellent agreement (ICC = 0.993–0.999), strong correlations (r = 0.987–0.998), and strong linear relationships in the linear regression analysis (R² > 0.999 for all) (Fig 3).

**Brain Volume Estimation**

A comparison of the brain tissue volume estimates between FAST-SyMRI+DLR and the other 2 MR imaging protocols is summarized in the Online Supplemental Data. In FAST-SyMRI+DLR versus ST-SyMRI, all brain-tissue volumes were significantly different between the 2 MR imaging protocols (CSF volume, P = .02; others, P < .001). All volume measurements of GM and voxels not classified as GM/WM/CSF (hereafter referred to as “non-WM/GM/CSF”) obtained with FAST-SyMRI+DLR were smaller (mean DIFF = −8.46%) and larger (mean DIFF = 50.73%) compared with ST-SyMRI-derived volume estimates, respectively (Online Supplemental Data). However, the mean DIFFs for brain parenchymal volume and intracranial volume between the 2 MR imaging protocols were minimal (−0.59%, −0.77%, respectively), and the Bland–Altman plot also showed minimal spread. Despite this systematic bias, excellent agreement and strong correlation between volume measurements derived from the 2 MR imaging protocols were found for all brain tissues (ICC = 0.98–1.0, r = 0.96–0.999). Linear regression analysis also demonstrated a strong linear relationship with a robust fit (R² = 0.92–0.998) (Online Supplemental Data).

For FAST-SyMRI+DLR versus FAST-SyMRI, the differences in the brain tissue volumes between the 2 MR imaging protocols were very small (mean DIFFs = −1.46%–0.83%). Additionally, the agreement (ICC = 0.98–1.0) and correlation (r = 0.97–1.0) between the brain tissue volumes derived from the 2 MR imaging protocols were very high, and the linear regression analysis exhibited a strong linear relationship (R² = 0.99–1.0).

**DISCUSSION**

In this study, we applied DLR to a FAST-SyMRI protocol that reduced the scan time by up to 42% by adjusting both the receiver bandwidth and the parallel imaging acceleration factor. We found that the use of DLR in the FAST-SyMRI protocol improved image quality by effectively mitigating the noise generated using accelerated techniques. After applying DLR to FAST-SyMRI, the low SNR and truncation artifacts, which were the main image-quality issues in FAST-SyMRI, were noticeably improved for all contrast weightings, and the visibility of anatomic structures was mostly enhanced. This result was consistent with the findings of previous studies in which DLR reduced image noise and truncation artifacts while increasing image sharpness. This is possibly because DLR provides effective interpolation by estimating the k-space information needed to support the acquired data, thus improving image sharpness while suppressing noise. Consequently, FAST-SyMRI+DLR-derived images showed significantly higher perceived SNR and less pronounced truncation artifacts without noticeable loss of anatomic structure visibility compared with ST-SyMRI images for all contrast weightings; thus, in this study, FAST-SyMRI+DLR yielded image quality comparable with or superior to that in ST-SyMRI, validated in a large prospective study. Additionally, pulsation artifacts were less pronounced on FAST-SyMRI+DLR than on ST-SyMRI for all contrast weightings. However, this finding is likely attributed to the use of different MR imaging acquisition parameters rather than the artifact-reduction effect of DLR; indeed, when we compared FAST-SyMRI+DLR and FAST-SyMRI, the pulsation artifact was not significantly different or was slightly emphasized after DLR application. Our findings are in line with those reported by van der Velde et al, who demonstrated that ghosting artifacts became more pronounced when late gadolinium-enhancement images of the myocardium were reconstructed with DLR.

When one applies DLR in conjunction with accelerated techniques, there is a concern about whether the pathology is less visible. A previous study reported that accelerated conventional shoulder MR imaging using this DLR pipeline showed diagnostic performance comparable with that of standard conventional MR imaging. Our study also showed no significant difference in lesion detectability between FAST-SyMRI+DLR and ST-SyMRI. This result shows the potential of FAST-SyMRI+DLR for application in clinical practice. However, because only a small number of lesions were analyzed and subjects with very small lesions such as intracranial metastases and multiple sclerosis were not included in our study, its diagnostic value should be validated in future studies with large cohorts. We expect that further research on the impact of postcontrast FAST-SyMRI+DLR on lesion diagnosis may reveal additional clinical utility of this protocol.

Tissue values obtained from FAST-SyMRI+DLR and ST-SyMRI showed excellent agreement and strong correlation, indicating good consistency between the MR imaging protocols, thus supporting the clinical use of FAST-SyMRI+DLR in synthetic MR imaging–based quantitative imaging. In addition, there was a small systematic bias between FAST-SyMRI+DLR and ST-SyMRI (mean DIFFs = −4.76%–3.6%). We speculated that the main source of the systematic bias is different MR imaging acquisition parameters between the MR imaging protocols, because there was no significant difference in tissue values between FAST-SyMRI+DLR and FAST-SyMRI, indicating that the impact of DLR on quantitative tissue values was negligible (mean DIFF, −0.34%–0.09%). It is important to preserve quantitative tissue values when DLR is applied in identical synthetic MR imaging protocols. These results allow DLR to be used for the optimization of synthetic MR imaging protocols without concern about whether quantitative tissue values change remarkably after DLR application.

The brain tissue volumes obtained with FAST-SyMRI+DLR and ST-SyMRI also showed excellent agreement and a strong correlation for all brain-tissue volumes, suggesting the applicability of FAST-SyMRI+DLR in brain volumetry. However, in FAST-SyMRI+DLR versus ST-SyMRI, systematic over- and underestimations were observed. In particular, the difference in GM volume was relatively larger than that in the other brain-tissue volumes; our finding that differences in GM T1 between these 2 MR imaging protocols were noticeable supports this volumetric result because tissue values deviating from the narrow range of the predefined tissue cluster in the R1–R2–PD space can affect the segmentation and volume measurements. More specifically, differences in T1 values occurred mainly in the cerebral/cerebellar cortices, and higher differences in both T1 and T2 values were found in the brain surfaces.
These brain regions are mostly partial volume voxels containing a mixture of GM and CSF. In these brain regions, the substantial deviations of tissue values from a predefined tissue cluster in the R1-R2-PD space can lead to misclassification of the GM volume fraction within partial volume voxels as non-WM/GM/CSF volume (Online Supplemental Data).16 thus, these potential misclassifications of GM volume in FAST-SyMRI+DLR, in addition to the systematic bias, may result in a relatively large GM volume difference between the 2 MR imaging protocols. Notably, differences in brain parenchymal volume (mean DIFF, −0.59%) and intracranial volume (mean DIFF, −0.77%) between the FAST-SyMRI+DLR and ST-SyMRI were sufficiently small, and the Bland-Altman plot also showed minimal spread. For FAST-SyMRI+DLR versus FAST-SyMRI, the brain-tissue volumes were generally preserved and showed good consistency between the 2 protocols.

This study had some limitations. First, we did not compare synthetic contrast-weighted images with conventional MR images. However, previous studies have suggested that synthetic MR imaging has the potential to be used as an alternative to conventional MR imaging.6,16 Therefore, we used a synthetic MR imaging protocol validated in a large prospective study as a reference standard.6 Second, each subject was scanned only once in a single session; therefore, we could not evaluate the intraproTOCOL repeatability. However, quantitative data obtained from the multidynamic, multiecho sequence at 3T exhibited robust repeatability and reproducibility.7 Third, the sample size was small, and only a small number of lesions with heterogeneous disease were included in our study. In this pilot study, we did not investigate the impact of adjusting MR imaging acquisition parameters and applying DLR on lesion count, size, and quantitative values. Therefore, future studies focusing on the diagnostic performance and quantitative assessment of the lesion would be helpful in confirming the effectiveness of the accelerated synthetic protocol with DLR.

CONCLUSIONS

The use of DLR in synthetic MR imaging can reduce scan time by 42% while maintaining image quality. The quantitative values obtained with FAST-SyMRI+DLR and ST-SyMRI were consistent. Therefore, FAST-SyMRI+DLR can be an alternative to ST-SyMRI in both contrast-weighted and quantitative imaging, which will facilitate the clinical application of synthetic MR imaging in pediatric neuroimaging. Furthermore, the quantitative values were generally preserved after DLR application, supporting the clinical application of DLR in synthetic MR imaging–based quantitative imaging.
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